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Cultures of Man 
Design by Hector Flores and Edgar Fisher 

The Story 
Out of the dust we came, nameless and without purpose. But we learned. In the beginning we became Nomads, taming horses we spread our 
numbers across the land. Then we settled, farming the land, and as Harvesters we grew wealthy. But we were not alone, and our enemies 
surrounded us. We traded our plows for swords and became great Warriors, driving our path to glory. Scribes recorded that we were many 
peoples. The truth is we were one.  

Overview 
Cultures of Man is a competitive game about developing a civilization and achieving objectives. Players each control a population at its infancy, 
growing and manipulating their population to achieve enough objectives to win the game. Each action a player takes will affect how that player’s 
population accumulates culture. In Cultures of Man, culture is a powerful tool that can give your growing population a competitive edge. Careful 
management of your people, culture, and neighboring players is the key to success.  

Winning the Game 
When one player either (a) achieves 4+ objectives or (b) eliminates a player, then the game is ending. Play continues until all players have had 
an equal number of turns. The winner is the player who has achieved the most objectives. In the event of a tie, the tie-breakers are as follows: 
most cities, most temples, most coins, and finally most population on the map.  

Players may leave the game during their turn, so the game can also end if only one player remains in the game – this player is the winner.   

Components 
 20 terrain tiles (triple hexes) 

 1 Culture Board (demonstration version has 9 
individual placards) 

 45 coin tokens (25 “1”, 10, “5”, 10 “10” poker chips) 

 25 trade route tokens 

 130 player tokens:  

o population (20 per player)  
o cities (3 per player) 

o temples (3 per player) 

 81 culture cards (9 per culture) 

 27 objective cards: 12 Public, 14 Private, 1 Special 

 2 custom 6-sided dice 

 5 reference sheets 

 Preset Maps handout 

 1 rulebook  

Setup 
1. Choose a first player randomly.  
2. Assemble the map (First timers may use a Preset Map – see the handout) 

a. Shuffle the terrain tiles and create a face-down stack containing 4 tiles per. Return the remaining tiles to the game box.  
b. The first player reveals the top terrain tile from the stack and places it face-up on the table. Moving clock-wise, each player 

then reveals a tile and places it adjacent to at least two edges of any other placed tiles. Important: If a tile containing water is 
revealed, at least one of its water spaces must be placed adjacent to an existing water space (if possible). Note that holes in 
the map may occur naturally and these are considered unplayable spaces.  

c. Players continue placing one tile at a time until the stack of tiles is empty.  
3. Reveal public objectives and deal private objectives 

a. Shuffle and deal 4 public (green sleeve) objectives face-up within view of all players, Return excess cards to the game box. If 
playing with 3+ players: place the special Elimination public objective face-up with the other 4 public objectives.  

b. Shuffle and deal 2 private (red sleeve) objectives face-down to each player. Return excess cards to the game box. 
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c. If all players agree that a particular public objective is not achievable due to the layout of the map, the objective should be 
discarded and a new objective drawn.  If a player has “We are Delvers” or “We are Seafarers” and the map contains no 
mountains or water, respectively, the player should reveal the card and draw a new private objective.   

4. Setup the culture cards 
a. Place the Culture Board within view of all players (demonstration version has 9 individual placards). 
b. Place the culture cards (black sleeve), divided by type, face-up in stacks on the corresponding spaces on the Culture Board. If 

playing with fewer than 5 players, place 6/7/8 cards in each stack for a 2/3/4 player game. Return excess cards to the game 
box.  

5. Collect player tokens and starting coins 
a. Each player takes all player tokens of a single color (population, cities, and temples) and a rules reference sheet.  
b. The first player takes 1 coin from the reserves. Moving clockwise around the table, each other player takes 1 more coin than 

the previous player. The last player should have as many coins as there are players.   
c. Starting with the first player and proceeding clockwise, each player must place 1 population in a space on the edge of the 

map that is at least 4 spaces away from any other player (the first player may play anywhere). If a player cannot do this, he 
may place 2 population in any space.  

6. Place trade-route tokens, dice, and the remaining coins within reach of all players.  
 

Setup is complete. The first player now takes their first turn.  

Anatomy of Culture Cards and Culture Board  

 

 

 

Gameplay Summary 
Each player performs the following steps in order before the next player takes their turn: 

1. Perform 0-3 actions and achieve any number of objectives 
2. Claim 0-2 different culture cards (but only 0-1 on the first turn) 

Perform 0-3 actions 
A player may perform 0, 1, 2, or 3 actions from amongst the following 3 choices: Create, Empower, and Migrate. Each action may be performed 
more than once, but the total actions performed may never exceed 3.  

Additionally a player may achieve any number of public and private objectives at any time during this step. To achieve an objective, the player 
must satisfy the condition on the objective card and place a population token from their supply (or from the map if none are available) on the 
objective card. Private objective cards are revealed when achieved and may only be achieved by the revealing player. Public objective cards can 
be achieved by all players once. If a player achieves multiple objectives simultaneously, the player may choose the order of achievement.  

Claim culture cards 
A player without a declared culture may take 0, 1, or 2 different culture cards from the reserves. Players may only take cards that they currently 
meet the qualifications for (see the symbols on the Culture Board and/or Appendix A).  

IMPORTANT: On the first turn, each player may take at most 1 card.   

“From Hand” ability 

Culture Name 

Culture Symbol 

“Declared Culture” ability 

Card Collection Requirement 

Culture Board 
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Hand limit: A player’s hand-limit is 5 cards. Whenever a player exceeds their hand-limit, the player must immediately choose a culture card and 
return it to the reserves without effect. Players may not voluntarily return culture cards to the reserves if they are at or under their hand-limit. 
Private objectives are not part of a player’s hand and therefore do not count against this hand limit. 

Action Descriptions 
Create  
The Create action is used to place population, trade-routes, temples, and cities. When executed the player selects a controlled space and must 
pay the coin cost (and also removes population from within the space in the case of cities/temples) to place the token. Costs vary depending on 
the number of cities that the player currently owns. See chart: 

  # of Cities 

None 
   

     

-   

   -        

    - 

 
    

 

Notes:  

 The green-shaded table elements indicate cases where the created object has no cost and/or additional objects are created.  For 
example, a player with 3 cities would place 3 population at no cost in the selected space. 

 Population can only be created on land spaces.  There is no limit to the number of population that can be exist in a single space.  

 Temples may be placed in any terrain, but cities may only be placed on land spaces.  

 Cities may not be placed adjacent to any other city and temples may not be placed adjacent to any other temple (including those 
owned by opponents). 

 Trade-routes are placed between two land 
spaces (only one of which must be the selected 
controlled space). A maximum of 2 trade routes 
can extend from each space. 

In this example red has two cities so one create action 
allows red one of the following options: 

 2 population can be placed in any land space 
except the desert space (it is not controlled). 
Total cost: 0 coins.   

 A single temple can be placed in any space with 
2 or more population, and there are 4 choices 
here. Total cost: 2 population from the selected 
space and 2 coins.  

 No cities can be created. Cities cannot be placed 
adjacent to any other city, and the only 
remaining controlled land space that isn’t 
adjacent to a city doesn’t have enough 
population.   

 A trade-route can be placed between any two land spaces. However, the plains space with 4 population cannot have any more trade 
routes extend from it.  Total cost: 0 coins.  

Empower  
The Empower action allows players to resolve culture cards for powerful effects. When executed the player may resolve 1 card per temple they 
control at the start of the action. If a player controls no temples, the player may pay 1 coin to resolve a single card. Cards are either resolved 
from the player’s hand or from the player’s face-up declared culture cards. 
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  Empower Example 

The red player currently has two temples on the map. Red also has two Fertility cards and one 
Harvester card face-up on the table (played on previous turns), as well as three cards in hand. Red 
starts the turn with 3 actions and will perform 3 consecutive Empower actions to illustrate how 
the Empower action works. Because Red has two temples in play, each Empower action allows Red 
to resolve 2 culture cards, so Red will play 6 cards this turn.    

Action 1: Empower 

Red plays a Nomad card and executes the Nomad card’s “From Hand” power (1a). Red plays a 
Fertility card and executes the Fertility card’s “From Hand” power (1b). Red now has 3 identical 
culture cards on the table, and must slot them in his reference sheet as declared culture cards. Red 
returns the Harvester and Nomad cards that are face-up on the table to the reserves, keeping the 
Harvester card in hand.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Action 2: Empower 

Red cannot resolve the Harvester card From Hand until all the declared culture cards are resolved. So Red resolves two of the three Fertility 
cards for their declared culture abilities, returning each one to the reserves. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Action 3: Empower 

Red resolves the final declared culture Fertility card, returning it to the reserves. Now that Red no longer has any declared culture cards, Red 
plays the Harvester card and resolves the Harvester card’s “From Hand”   
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Cards can only be played from their hand if no declared culture cards are present in their play area. For each card played from their hand, the 
player executes the top-most power on the card (see Appendix B), and afterwards lays the card face-up in their play area. If this results in 3 
identical culture cards face-up, these are immediately collected and slotted onto the player’s reference sheet as declared culture cards and the 
player’s remaining face-up cards are discarded to the reserves.   

When declared culture cards are resolved, they are returned to the reserves and the bottom-most power on the card is executed (see Appendix 
C). While a player has a declared culture cards slotted onto their reference sheet, the Empower action allows the player to resolve only the 
declared culture cards.  

Notes:  

 When a player does not have any declared culture cards slotted they can play any culture card from their hand.  

 Only 3 cards can ever be slotted as declared culture cards. Cards cannot be added and will only be removed by using the Empower 
action to resolve the cards.  

 Reminder: Players with any declared culture cards may not acquire any culture cards from reserves at the end of their turn.   

Migrate 
The Migrate action is the primary means of moving population and/or obtaining 
coins. When executed the player follows these steps: 

1. Select a space. 
2. Move the desired number of population from adjacent spaces into the 

selected space (at least 1 population must move). 
3. Collect income based on the table. 
4. Resolve a conflict if necessary. (see Additional Rules for conflict resolution) 

Notes: 

 Players collect coins from the reserves for positive income, and pay coins 
to the reserves for negative income.   

 A flat penalty is deducted from income if population is moved into a non-
plains space.    

 Collecting income occurs regardless of which player controls the space. 
Migrating smaller population groups reflects trade/commerce while 
moving larger population groups reflects army movements which are 
costlier.  

 Migrating more than 5 population is allowed, simply follow the pattern in 
the Income table to determine the coin cost.  

 Two spaces connected by a series of trade routes are considered adjacent for the purposes of the Migrate action and each distinct 
trade route traversed to reach the selected space grants the player 1 additional coin of income. 

 Population are never allowed to move through opponent’s spaces, even if a trade-route or ability would allow population to move more 
than once space. 

Migrate Example 

The red player wants to create a city 
in plains space “A”.  To do this, Red 
needs 5 population in the space and 5 
coins.  Red currently has 4 coins.   

Red uses a Migrate action to move 3 
population from mountains and one 
population from the adjacent plains 
space.  The population in the 
mountains can utilize the linked trade 
routes to grant additional coins.  
Moving 4 population into a plains 
space will cost 1 coin, but Red will gain 
2 coins for the two trade routes 
crossed.  The result is a net gain of 1 
coin.  Red now has sufficient 
population and coins to create a city. 

Migrating Income Table 

# Moved Earned 

Terrain 
Penalty 

 
 

  

  

  

 

- 

  

  

… … 
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Additional Rules 
Conflict Resolution 
A conflict occurs whenever one player’s population move into a space with another player’s population and/or city. Players involved in the 
conflict should identify which player has a temple majority as this player receives a benefit in the conflict when rolling TEMPLE on the combat 
die. If no player has a majority (i.e. players have the same number of temples) then the TEMPLE on the combat die counts as a blank result. 

Conflicts are resolved over several rounds. Each round, involved players complete these 3 steps: 

1. Combat: Each player rolls a 6-sided combat die (1-2: FLEE, 3-4: TEMPLE, 5-6: HIT).  
a. TEMPLE results resolve first. If the player with temple majority rolls a TEMPLE result, they may rotate their die to either 

FLEE or HIT. The TEMPLE result has no effect if a player does not have temple majority. 
b. FLEE results resolve second. Each player that rolled FLEE may move one population to either (i) an adjacent empty land 

space or (ii) an adjacent controlled space or (iii) do nothing. If both players rolled FLEE, the active player must resolve the 
FLEE result first.  

c. HIT results resolve last. A player must remove 1 population from the conflict if their opponent rolled a HIT result. 
2. Attrition: If both sides have population remaining in the conflict, each player removes 1 population from the conflict.  
3. Resolution: The conflict round is over. If both sides have population remaining in the conflict, start a new round. Otherwise the 

conflict has ended. 

Cities change the dynamics of land conflicts:  

 If the both players have population tokens in a space where a city is present, first resolve conflicts using the 3 steps listed above, 
ignoring the city for now. 

 Afterward: 
o if the active player has fewer than 5 population remaining, the active player must remove 1 population token and all 

remaining population must move to adjacent spaces following the rules for FLEE for each population token. The active player 
did not win this conflict. 

o if the active player has 5 or more population remaining the city is destroyed and 5 population are placed on the space from 
the city-owner’s reserves (fewer than 5 if the city owner has insufficient reserves). Then resolve a conflict using the 3 steps 
listed above.  

Temples do not create a conflict. If the active player has population alone in a space with an opponent’s temple, the player captures the 
opponent’s temple. The capturing player may:  

 Convert it (replace opponent’s temple token with their own token)  
-or - 

 Destroy it and the active player takes two coins from the reserves for pillaging the shattered remains.  

At the end of any conflict, the active player “wins” the conflict if they control the destination space. The active player may take one culture card 
at random from the hand of the other player involved in the conflict. If the losing player does not possess any culture cards in hand, they must 
follow the guidelines in the Losing culture cards and other losses section below. Non-active (defending) players never receive culture cards from 
the active player. 

Losing culture cards and other losses 
 Whenever a player must lose a culture card but cannot, that player must remove 2 population from the map.  

 Whenever a player must lose population but cannot, the player must remove a city or temple for each population they must remove. 

 Whenever a player must remove a city or temple but cannot, the player is eliminated from the game. 

Objective Cards 

Public Objectives 
Four public objective cards are dealt face-up at the start of the game.  All players may achieve each public 
objective once.  Public objectives have two parts to each card – a light-background upper-side and a dark-
background lower-side.  

The upper-side of the card contains the card title and the achievement condition. The lower-side is triggered 
anytime this objective is achieved by any player. The lower-side either instructs the player that achieved the 
objective to do something or it instructs opponents to do something. The effects of the lower-side are only 
executed by players that have not already achieved this objective and are performed in clock-wise order from 
the achieving player. 

In this example objective, a player must simply discard 25 coins from their personal supply. After a player 
achieves this objective all opponents who have not already achieved this objective will take 3 coins from the 
reserves, starting with the player seated clock-wise from the achieving player.  
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Private Objectives 
Each player receives two private objectives at the start of the game which are kept secret from other players. 
When the objective is achieved, the player must reveal the objective and place it next to the public objectives, 
placing a population token on the card. Private objectives can only be achieved by the player that was dealt the 
private objective and are displayed with the public objectives to help players determine the current score. 

Some private objectives reference a specific culture and feature that culture’s symbol at the bottom of the card, 
as demonstrated in this example. These objectives can only be achieved after playing a card of the indicated 
type during an Empower action. 

Leaving the game 
Any player may leave the game at any time during their turn. Before leaving the player should perform the 
following steps with their components:  

1. Return any face-up culture cards and coins to the reserves 
2. Shuffle their hand of culture cards creating a face-down pile in their play area 
3. Remove their population tokens from any objectives. 

The leaving player’s tokens on the map do not receive a turn, do not take any actions, nor receive any benefits of any game effect. Any tokens 
may be attacked by another player as normal. The attacking player must designate another player to roll the die and make decisions for the 
defense. Winning a conflict against these tokens grants the usual rewards (see Losing culture cards and other losses). Players may achieve 
conflict-related objectives by attacking these tokens. Eliminating these tokens does not end the game via elimination.  

If all but one player leaves, the remaining player immediately wins the game. 
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Terminology Reference 
Active player – player currently taking their turn 

Control or Controlled Space – a space that contains token(s) belonging to a single player (population, city, or temple).  

Declared Culture or Declared Culture Card –culture cards that are face-up and slotted into a player’s reference sheet 

Elimination – a player is forcefully removed from the game when they control no land spaces and/or must remove a city or temple and cannot 
do so 

Empty or Empty Space – a space with no player tokens 

Hand – a player’s personal supply of culture cards. A player’s hand is hidden from other players. No player’s hand can exceed 5 cards.  

Land space – refers to plains, mountain, or desert spaces 

Map – refers to the set of terrain tiles currently in play 

Reserves – refers to the public stockpile of coins, culture card piles, and trade route segments in the general play area  

Space – single hexagon of any terrain type on the map 

Temple Majority – when one player has more temples in play than the other player in a conflict. 

Component Reference 
 

Population tokens represent your people. They are created only on land spaces but can move to any space on the map. There 
is no limit to the number of population that can be exist in a single space. 

 

When created, trade-routes are placed between two land spaces (only one of which must be controlled by the player). Each 
distinct trade route traversed to reach a selected space grants the player 1 additional coin of income. Two spaces connected 
by a series of trade routes are considered adjacent for the purposes of the Migrate action. A maximum of 2 trade routes can 
extend from each space. Trade-routes are not owned by any player and once created are never destroyed. 

 

Temples aid players in playing culture cards. They may be created in any terrain but may not be placed adjacent to any other 
temple. A player with a majority of temples will have a benefit in conflicts. 

When the player executes the Empower action, they may resolve 1 card per temple they control at the start of the action. If a 
player controls no temples, the player may pay 1 coin to resolve a single card. 

 

Cities reduce the costs of the Create action. Cities may only be placed on land spaces and may not be placed adjacent to any 
other city. Cities are fortified structures that require a large attacking force (5+ population) to destroy. 
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Appendix A: Culture Card Collection Requirements 
Culture Symbol Description 

Delver 

 

Control a mountain space 

Devout 

 

Possess a temple 

Fertility 

 

Possess a space with 2+ population 

Harvester 

 

Control more plains spaces than non-plains spaces 

Industrious 

 

Possess a city 

Merchant 

 

Possess 5+ coins 

Nomad 

 

Possess more population than controlled spaces 

Seafaring 

 

Control a water space 

Warrior 

 

Control a land space adjacent to an opponent’s land space 
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Appendix B: “From Hand” Reference 
Culture Symbol Description 

Delver 

 

Migrate to a mountain space. Population on non-adjacent mountain spaces may 
also move to the space.  

Devout 

 

Take 1 culture card from reserves or randomly from an opponent’s hand 

Fertility 

 

Create 1 population as if you possessed 1 city 

Harvester 

 

Migrate to a plains space. +1 coin income. 

Industrious 

 

Place 1 population on each of your cities.  Migrate.  

Merchant 

 

Create 1 trade route as if you possessed 2 cities 

Nomad 

 

Migrate to a land space. Population may move up to 2 land spaces to selected 
land space.  

Seafaring 

 

Migrate to a water space.  Place 1 population in the space before conflicts are 
resolved. 

Warrior 

 

Migrate to a land space. Place 1 population in the space before conflicts are 
resolved.   
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Appendix C: “Declared Culture” Reference 
Culture Symbol Description 

Delver 

 

+2 coins per controlled mountain space 

Devout 

 

Create a temple as if you possessed 2 cities OR each opponent discards 1 card 
from their hand (opponent’s choice) 

Fertility 

 

Create population as if you possessed 2 cities 

Harvester 

 

+1 coin per controlled plains space 

Industrious 

 

Create (as if you had 3 cities). 

Merchant 

 

Create (spend coins instead of population if desired) OR exchange coins for 
population or vice versa at the specified rate a maximum of 3 times (place 
purchased population in controlled spaces).         

Nomad 

 

Migrate to a land space (x2).  
Population may move 1-2 land spaces 

Seafaring 

 

Migrate to a water space.  Population may move 1-2 water spaces.  No Income.    
During conflicts you must resolve FLEE as HIT 

Warrior 

 

Migrate to a land space. No Income.  
During conflicts you must resolve FLEE as HIT 
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